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1. 

A bonfire in some ways is like a campfire or a fire in 

a hearth, except in order of magnitude. If you have 

been to a bonfire, you have wondered at the 

immense heat and light that emanates from such a 

large mass of combustibles. Bonfires are controlled 

chemical chaos, always threatening if not properly 

tended, to become an inferno.  

Because of the amount of material needed to set a 

bonfire, they tend to be social events. The English 

celebration of Guy Fawkes Night or Bonfire Night 

commemorates the moment in 1605 when Guy 

and co-conspirators tried but failed to detonate 

explosives under the House of Lords to assassinate 

King James I, who instituted the holiday in 

gratitude of its failure. The day is still celebrated 

with bonfires that burn effigies of Mr. Fawkes. 

The church has its own share of bonfire traditions. 

In the late Medieval period, there were bonfires of 

the vanities (where the Tom Wolfe novel gets its 

title from). In bonfires of vanities, Italian priests 

would urge people to burn objects that might 

cause sin, like vanity objects such as mirrors, 

cosmetics, and musical instruments. That 

harpsichord would be a tinderbox!  

On the Sunday after Ash Wednesday, many 

communities in France, Switzerland, and southern 

Germany practice Funkenfeuer, which literally 

means sparkling fire, or beacon, and which just 

sounds cool: Funkenfeuer! Funkenfeuer is 

supposed to help usher in spring by burning winter 

in effigy. Do we need a little Funkenfeuer now? 

Perhaps, when the heat is still on March 31st? 

2. 

Well, the heat is on and the fire is burning for the 

rich man in today’s reading, and not in a good way.  

Now, we know that something is up from early in 

Jesus’ story because there are two earthly figures, 

and we learn the name of the poor one and not of 

the rich one. This is out of the ordinary. Usually the 

rich person is known by name and the poor or 

otherwise marginalized person, in Rev. Ashley’s 

words last week, has the “superpower” of 

invisibility. When poor people are mentioned, it’s 

not by their actual name: blind men; the widow of 

Zarephath; the woman at the well. So, when the 

poor man in the story is mentioned by name—

Lazarus—and the rich man isn’t, it foreshadows 

surprising things afoot. 

The rich man and Lazarus share the same 

neighborhood, but while rich man eats at Michelin-

reviewed restaurants, poor ol’ Lazarus’ mouth 

waters, hoping that when the rich man steps over 

Lazarus on the way to rich man’s mansion, the rich 

man might give him some scraps from his doggie 

bag.  

But no dice. Instead, the doggies come and lick 

Lazarus’ sores. The rich man apparently pays little 

to no attention to Lazarus. 

As Shaunette from Christian Community Action 

mentioned in her children’s story, poverty does not 

make life inherently bad, but Jesus wants us to see 

how things are looking good for Richie rich man 

and bad for poor Lazarus. 

Then they die. Lazarus first, then rich man. Lazarus 

is taken up by angels. Rich man dies but all it says 

at first is that he is buried. No angelic treatment? 

Hmmm...  

Next, we learn that rich man is in Hades. Now 

Hades suggests both the Greek sense of the 

Underworld and Dante’s inferno of eternal torment 

and damnation—you know, with little red men 

with horns and pitchforks. Jesus is less descriptive 

but does suggest that the rich man must look up to 

look at Abraham and Lazarus.i 
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The rich man sees Abraham with Lazarus far off 

and above. There are two different translations at 

this point. The more literal one says that Lazarus 

sits in the bosom of Abraham. Some translators 

seem to be uncomfortable with the idea of 

salvation of the righteous as eternal man hug, so 

they translate it as “Lazarus by his side”. 

Regardless, the rich man recognizes Abraham and 

asks him a question: “Kind sir! Yes, Mr. Abraham! 

Could you please kindly send your friend Lazarus 

from there to here with a drop of water on his 

finger to quench my heat-induced thirst. It is quite 

blistering down here!” 

Abraham’s reply: “Um…no. You got your good 

times on earth. Lazarus gets his good times in the 

afterlife! On top of that, you see, between the two 

places stands a gaping chasm unpassable by 

humans. No can do. Too bad! So sad!” 

The situation starts to sink in for Richie. With a new 

sense of desperation in his voice, the rich man asks, 

“Well, then, if I’m stuck here forever, then could 

you please send him to my five brothers? If he 

warned them, my brothers might be able to change 

their ways and avoid burning in this eternal 

dumpster fire!”  

Abraham: “They already could be listening to 

Moses and the prophets, but they’re not; that’s 

their choice.” 

“No, no! But if someone comes back from the 

dead, that would REALLY be something, now 

wouldn’t it, Mr. Abraham? THEN they’d listen. 

Then they’d repent. Then they’d CHANGE!”  

“Listen, rich burning man, if they don’t listen to the 

many voices God has already sent their way, what 

good will it do for them if a person rises from the 

dead?” 

3. 

Good question, Jesus, coming from the storyteller 

who is about to do that exact thing!  

If we believe the basic premises of this story—the 

actions of the rich, the suffering of the poor, the 

separation of the saved and the damned, the 

inability of people to change—then what’s the 

point, Jesus? Who IS gonna care about a 

resurrection if they don’t care about anything else 

God has sent them to hear and to experience?  

It’s as if Jesus is openly wondering if his entire 

mission of journeying to Jerusalem is worth it! 

Or to frame it for ourselves: If we don’t heed the 

words of the prophets, that say we need God’s 

forgiveness, that we need to repent; then we sure 

as hell won’t think we need Jesus and his 

Resurrection! If we don’t listen for God throughout 

the year then what will Holy Week and Easter 

accomplish? If we don’t listen to the Jesus way of 

striving for peace, loving neighbor and stranger and 

enemy, then will Easter change our minds? What’s 

the point?  

If we were to stick with the face-value 

interpretation of this story, it feels hopeless. 

But why would Jesus tell this story if it was 

hopeless? And why would he bother to die and rise 

again if he thought it wouldn’t do any good on top 

of the words of the prophets? 

4. 

Rachel Howard, in a recent articleii, tells about her 

conversion to Christianity (she became 

Episcopalian) and her introduction to the Lenten 

tradition of confronting one’s guilt. At first she 

thought it strange that the church “would still 

make a 40-day space for what our post-pop-

psychology culture seemed to declare Americans 

should reject.” 

For Lent was and still is designed in part for us to 

feel intense guilt. Lenten practices confront us with 

guilt: confessing our sins in worship; giving up 

something indulgent for the season. In Lent, we 

hear the story of Jesus being killed and are asked to 

see ourselves in the cruel crucifiers. 
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If Lent was only designed to weigh our souls with 

guilt, that would truly be the downer that the 

world takes it for. But there is more to Lent than 

guilt. Lent prepares us not only to confront our 

guilty consciences, but to be freed from it. 

Or as Rachel Howard writes in her reflections back 

on her initial Lenten experiences, “What I didn’t 

understand yet is that Lent concentrates guilt, 

then…explodes it.” Through the story of the Rich 

Man and Lazarus, Jesus concentrates our guilt in 

order to set us free from it.  

5. 

In case you didn’t notice it, we are humans. We are 

all part Lazarus in our suffering but also all part rich 

man in our failings especially toward people in 

need. I’m not sure if Jesus is giving an accurate 

description of the afterlife, but he certainly stokes 

the guilt in our heart, yet in order to move us closer 

to the grace we universally yearn for from God.  

We are on a journey with Jesus to Jerusalem, and 

along the way we find how weighed down we are 

by our sense of guilt. We have failed God, creation, 

other people, and ourselves. We can feel the heat 

of judgment: God’s perhaps, and definitely our 

own. But the point of this journey is to not only see 

that we are fallen creatures but even more that we 

are God’s beloved creatures, whose past has hurt 

others but who can only move forward if we let go 

our own and other’s sins and guilt. 

The practices and stories of Lent concentrate our 

guilt so that God in eternal love through Jesus can 

release us from them by setting them ablaze, a 

bonfire of our guilts. As he detonates the 

explosives, however, Jesus dies with it, the cost of 

God’s grace. 

i Jesus assumes the developing Jewish vision of the afterlife 
not of hell below the ground and heaven above the skies, but 
of the sinful and the righteous sharing the same place, but in 
different areas.   

While Jesus is being tried and sentenced to death 

at the high priest’s house, Peter, in the courtyard 

outside, denies Jesus three times—around a fire. 

But after Jesus rises again in John’s Gospel, Jesus 

invites Peter to three times proclaim that he loves 

Jesus, in effect freeing Peter from his guilt. 

The Good News of today’s reading is that while it 

alerts us to our neglect of people around us it also 

points us toward the grace that Jesus approaches 

in Jerusalem, the cross, and the empty tomb. 

We all share some of the weight and guilt of the 

rich man. But instead of losing our souls to the 

inferno we can lose the weight of guilt when we 

accept the loving embrace of God and take the 

opportunity to restructure our lives and our 

actions. We can tend to the poor in Milford, New 

Haven, or across the globe where disasters strike; 

we can support our mission trips that, by the way, 

may not be the most efficient help in the short-

term, but cultivate Christian conscience in our 

young people, which is priceless. 

All these actions don’t immunize us from falling 

short of God’s hopes for us, but they move us in 

the direction of following Jesus Christ with the 

costs and joys that discipleship entails.  

Lent accumulates our sense of sin and guilt but in 

doing so prepares us for the light and warmth of 

God’s forgiveness on Easter, and for the Holy Spirit, 

which descends like fire to inspire us to be the 

church, forgiving each other and bearing each 

other’s burdens in Jesus’ name. 

Now is the time to assess the sins, and guilt, and 

the vanities you carry with you: your soul 

explosives. Now is the time to unload them upon 

the pile that becomes both a funeral pyre and the 

beacon of divine hope in Jesus’ name. Amen.  

ii https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/12/magazine/letter-of-
recommendation-lent.html 

                                                           


